
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF LAUNCHPOINT?

• Secure Workspaces—The trusted, secure crowdsourced testing environment available ensures all researchers perform all 

of their security assessments from a Synack-managed workspace. 

• Compliance & Convenience—The LP+ feature can help with GDPR, HIPAA, and CCPA compliance, while enhancing the 

ease of logging into the Synack testing gateway.

• Data Cleansing—The customer has the option to delete all data in the workspace following testing. 

• Data Privacy—Data privacy is increasingly a concern with governments and enterprises alike, from Germany to Australia, 

who want to use commercial enterprise software services. Testing in workspaces means a guarantee that your data will 

stay in Synack-owned endpoints. 

• LaunchPoint Services—Complete visibility into the researcher’s testing activity. All actions are time-stamped for audit 

purposes and available to customers. 

To learn more about LaunchPoint+ and other trusted Synack offerings, contact sales@synack.com.  

LAUNCHPOINT+
THE ONLY ENDPOINT CONTROL IN THE CROWDSOURCED SECURITY INDUSTRY

COMPLIANCE & CONTROL FOR REGULATED TESTING ENVIRONMENTS

International Enterprises and Government Agencies face increasing concerns about protecting consumer data. Compliance 

with regulatory frameworks such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act (HIPAA) call for companies to provide enhanced transparency about how data is used.

Synack’s LaunchPoint+ (LP+) product—Synack-owned and managed endpoints/workspaces in the cloud for researcher testing 

activity—provides data privacy and compliance for crowdsourced penetration testing in heavily-regulated industries.
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HOW DOES LAUNCHPOINT+ WORK?

Customers engage LP+ for testing use cases that demand high levels of data security and compliance.

Synack Red Team (SRT) testing customer assets will automatically connect to the LaunchPoint+ server via 

the Synack platform. In a single step, they can access a secure testing environment with malware detection 

software, pre-installed tools, and increased bandwidth to conduct their testing.

All researcher traffic flows through the Synack gateway, which provides full packet capture for audits and real-

time tracking and analytics on all testing activity. All testing activity and findings are visible in the Client Portal.

Once testing is complete, customers have the option to delete their data logs in the workspace.
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